
FLOWING PROCESSES.
GARANT Tool24 goods issuing systems – 
Efficiency in procurement and supply.

INNOVATION

With product video on 
Hoffmann Group TV.
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The Tool24 goods issuing systems.
FLEXIBLE AND MODULAR SYSTEMS FOR EFFICIENT  
AND RELIABLE SUPPLY OF GOODS.

Our know-how is available to you at all times, from individual advice right through 
to commissioning for productive operation and after sales services. We work  
together with you to develop a solution tailored precisely to your requirements 
and offering high investment security. You can thus make your working practices 
more efficient and sustainably increase your productivity whilst reducing your 
process costs.

Quick withdrawal
Multiple withdrawal / filling.
Shopping basket reservation / 
withdrawal.
Individual user favourites

FP

Intuitive operation
Full text search.
Quick user login  
(PIN, RFID, fingerprint).
Individualisation at the user level  
(personalised dashboard).

Software
The new software offers quick and simple facilities for efficient management of your tools and C-items.

Drawer issuing system

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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LAN

Many connection options
Network interface (LAN) for incorporation into the 
company’s IT network.
Connection to materials management systems.
Management of external stores.

Compatible with mobile 
devices
Access via tablets and laptops.
Self-scaling software.
Shopping basket reservation from the 
workplace.

Upright issuing system Individual issuing system

INNOVATION
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C-item management

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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Many companies.  
One challenge. 
As ever, the design of a lean procurement process for 
C-items poses a major challenge to most companies. 
The purchasing volumes of C-items are small (< 20%),  
but they take up a large proportion of the administrative 
procurement effort (> 80%) and thus are extremely  
cost-intensive. 

A solution: Tool24.
The GARANT Tool24 goods issuing systems create greater efficiency in 
procurement and supply, with a comprehensive data-based approach! 

EXPERIENCE SHOWS THAT THIS CAN LEAD TO A  
DRAMATIC REDUCTION IN PROCUREMENT PROCESS 
COSTS AND IN STOCK LEVELS, WHILST AT THE SAME 
TIME IMPROVING THE SECURITY OF SUPPLY OF YOUR 
C-ITEMS.

20 %80 %

50 % Savings potential

INNOVATION
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First-class service from a single source.
THAT'S WHAT WE DO. TURN-KEY PROJECTS.

Advice

Our know-how is available to you 
throughout the project, from first 
receipt of your requirements right 
through to commissioning.  
We work together with you to  
develop a solution tailored 
precisely to your requirements, 
thereby making your working 
practices more efficient and  
delivering a sustained increase  
to your productivity.  

 ■ Comprehensive network of 
advisors.

 ■ 60 eBusiness advisors  
throughout the world.

 ■ Requirement analysis.
 ■ Supply concepts.

Planning

Benefit from the advice and 
planning service offered by our 
eBusiness experts. You will be 
impressed by the customising 
opportunities available. You 
will receive a detailed practical 
design of your goods issuing 
system, including proposals for 
the individual division of the 
drawers and storage of your 
items. 

 ■ Standard or customised  
systems.

 ■ Flexible system extensions.
 ■ Possibility of variable drawer 

divisions and combination of 
individual and standard issuing 
systems.

 ■ Interface planning.

Quotation

In our quotations you can 
depend on full cost transparency, 
with no hidden costs. This 
gives you maximum security 
of planning and investment. If 
you are considering alternative 
financing models for the 
purchase, please discuss this with 
us. We will be pleased to offer 
advice. 

 ■ Binding and transparent.
 ■ Cost effectiveness calculation.
 ■ Security of investment.
 ■ Turn-key project 

management.
 ■ Optional: Replenishing 

service.

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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Delivery

Benefit from the very best in  
delivery services. Our standard 
systems are available ex stock 
from our workstations and 
storage centre near Munich. 
Our special transport network 
guarantees you careful and 
reliable transport to your place 
of delivery.

 ■ Standard systems available 
ex stock 

 ■ Short delivery times for  
customised solutions.

 ■ Careful transport via a special 
delivery network

Commissioning / training

Installation, commissioning and  
training of your users.  
By professionals for professionals.  
Our advisors will prepare the basic  
data for you and commission the  
goods issuing system for you.  
After successful commissioning 
they will train your users and 
administrators so as to familiarise 
them with your new system.  

 ■ Trained installation fitters 
 ■ Professional commissioning
 ■ Official handover to the  

Project Manager.

After Sales 

We don’t cast you adrift after  
successful installation. Our  
competent service hotline and 
our eBusiness advisors will be 
happy to advise and assist you.  
We also offer individual service 
packages.

 ■ Service hotline.
 ■ Maintenance contracts.
 ■ Update service.
 ■ Optional: On site service  

and extensions by system 
administrator.

 ■ System extensions.

INNOVATION
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"Shorter paths – better efficiency – satisfied emp loyees"
CONTINUOUS AVAILABILITY OF TOOLS HAS RECENTLY MADE WORK MUCH 
EASIER FOR THE FITTERS AT DB FAHRZEUGINSTANDHALTUNG GMBH IN  
NEUMÜNSTER – THANKS TO THE INNOVATIVE GARANT TOOL24 SMARTLINE SYSTEM.

Customer opinion

At DB Fahrzeuginstandhaltung GmbH in Neumün-
ster the works management wished to ensure the 
500-strong workforce had 3-shift round-the-clock  
access without problems to the tools they needed. 
They also wished to reduce significantly the time  
spent by employees fetching tools. This particular 
difficulty arose because there are various workshops 
across the site, so fetching tools took longer and was 
time-consuming.

Therefore, in close cooperation with the DB employees 
themselves – who would have to use and manage the 
tool management system on a day-to-day basis – and 
the Hoffmann Group Customer Service, an individual 
system was developed, tailored to the special require-

ments of the fitters. This reduced the burden on the 
fitters and succeeded in significantly optimising the 
daily operations.

Deutsche Bahn’s attention had been drawn to the 
GARANT Tool24 Smartline System by the website and 
information provided by the Hoffmann Group, and 
further particulars were provided in the course of 
meetings with the relevant Regional Sales Manager 
of the System Partner for Quality Tools. What finally 
convinced the DB Project Managers and a group of 
employees from the DB Vehicle Maintenance Division 
was a visit to the company Krones, which had been 
using the system successfully on a large scale for a 
long time.

Goods issuing system at 
DB Fahrzeuginstandhaltung GmbH 

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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"Shorter paths – better efficiency – satisfied emp loyees"
CONTINUOUS AVAILABILITY OF TOOLS HAS RECENTLY MADE WORK MUCH 
EASIER FOR THE FITTERS AT DB FAHRZEUGINSTANDHALTUNG GMBH IN  
NEUMÜNSTER – THANKS TO THE INNOVATIVE GARANT TOOL24 SMARTLINE SYSTEM.

“The high quality of the GARANT products and the 
outstanding advice provided by the Hoffmann Group 
during the planning and design concept phase gave 
us the final impetus to choose GARANT Tool24 Smart-
line Systems”, says Jovany Krämer, Stores and Logistics 
Manager at DB Fahrzeuginstandhaltung GmbH in 
Neumünster. In addition, he declared with satisfaction: 
“The use of the innovative tool management system 
has enabled us not only to improve our operations 
by reduced times for fetching tools and continuous 
round-the-clock availability of tools; it has also signifi-
cantly raised the job satisfaction of our employees.”

DB Neumünster – all-round supply with  
Tool24 Smartline
The new GARANT Tool24 Smartline is used many times 
a day at DB Fahrzeuginstandhaltung GmbH in Neu-
münster and simplifies the access to tools for fitters 
– especially during the night shift when the normal 
tool stores are no longer staffed. Fitters can serve 
themselves from the sturdy cabinets with up to 90 
drawers. In addition, the required tool can be quickly 
identified, thanks to the intuitive software with search 
by scanner, key word or item number. 

Simple article search by 
barcode scanner

User login by RFID user 
card

Reliable round-the-clock 
supply of tools

INNOVATION
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Modular cabinet concepts: 
 ■ Drawers that open automatically.
 ■ Anti-tilt device: only one drawer can be opened at a time.
 ■ 4 cabinet configurations, ex stock in the colour  

combination RAL 7035 light grey and RAL 5005  
signal blue, ensure quick delivery and  
commissioning

Individual arrangement: 
 ■ 2 drawer widths: 612 and 153 mm.
 ■ Drawer heights configurable individually.
 ■ Incl. dividers for individual division.

S11

S13

Smartline – lots of room in a small space.
MODULAR & ROBUST TECHNOLOGY FOR ANY NUMBER OF ITEMS.

Maximum load capacity of the 
wide drawers: 75 kg

Master cabinet can be combined 
with any number of slave cabinets

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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Base suitable  
for a pallet truck

S54

S90

Maximum load capacity of 
the narrow drawers: 15 kg

Top surface of bamboo

Width 612 mm Width 153 mm

Front height X S11M S13 S54 S90

50 mm • •

75 mm • • • •

100 mm • • • •

125 mm • • • •

150 mm • • • •

175 mm • • • •

200 mm • • • •

225 mm • •

250 mm • •

275 mm • •

300 mm • •

Usable height X - 20 mm Usable height X - 8 mm

INNOVATION
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Smartline upright cabinet.
THE IDEAL PLACE FOR YOUR PRE-SET TOOLS.

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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GARANT Tool24 upright cabinet: 
 ■ Storage of pre-set tools.
 ■ Tool management using the available software.
 ■ Only for use in conjunction with the Tool24 Smartline master system.  

Easy link to the master system. 
 ■ Pull-out frames open automatically.
 ■ Available with 14 different configurations  

(for different tool shanks SK, VDI, C, HSK)
 ■ Incl. 24 carrier rails.
 ■ Mountings suitable for tool carriers, support rails, shelf trays and  

perforated tool panels.
 ■ Up to four base-supported pull-out frames.
 ■ Safe working load per drawer in the case of surface distribution: 600 kg.
 ■ Maximum upright cabinet load: 2400 kg.
 ■ Locking system for emergency release.
 ■ Hole pitch 37 mm

INNOVATION
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PickOne – the innovative individual issuing system. 
THE INNER DIMENSIONS WHEN OPEN MUST ALSO BE CONSIDERED.  

Sturdy
The system has been developed specially for industrial use. 
With a maximum load capacity of over a tonne, this system 
sets virtually no limits on you. The high-quality compo-
nents used in its construction ensure maintenance-free 
operation and an absolute minimum of trouble in  
production.  

Reliable
IIndividualised, employee- 
driven goods issuing by:

 ■ PIN / password
 ■ RFID access
 ■ Fingerprint

Individual
 ■ 4 different compartment sizes.
 ■ Maximum 640 compartments on 20 levels.
 ■ Individually configurable by the customer.
 ■ Each compartment can be filled  

individually.
 ■ Separate drawers available.

Quick
To guarantee you the quickest possible access to your items, 
the system opens in less than 10 seconds, even under the least 
favourable conditions.

Protective edge
Prevents items slipping out

Variable
Perforated panels on both sides allow flexible attachment of a 
touchscreen. In addition, you can attach all the hooks and  
holders of our Easyfix range and all other accessory parts for 
perforated panels listed in our workstations and storage  
catalogue.

The innovative GARANT Tool24 PickOne individual issuing system ensures reliable single-item withdrawal  
of your items for issue and loan. Individually or in combination with other Tool24 systems, it optimises your  
working procedures.

Intelligent
Alongside the withdrawal compartments there is a row of 
LEDs, which in addition to the self-opening flap gives a visual  
signal to the user where the item to be withdrawn is located.  

Dimensions of the issuing system:

Height × Width × Depth

2000 mm × 1080 mm × 875 mm

14

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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PickOne – the innovative individual issuing system. 
THE INNER DIMENSIONS WHEN OPEN MUST ALSO BE CONSIDERED.  

Protective edge
Prevents items slipping out

15

INNOVATION
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Choice of colours: 
You can choose from 10 RAL colours for the cabinet body 
and drawers. Other colours are available  
at an additional charge.

Drawer configuration:
 ■ Two different drawer widths are available.
 ■ Drawers can be configured in 25 mm intervals to the 

height suitable to your needs. In this way you can 
adapt your drawers to exactly match the size of your 
tools and measuring tools. 

Drawer dividers :
 ■ Simple division of the compartments by drag&drop using the 

new software
 ■ You have a choice of different drawer division materials.  

These include eForm rigid foam inlays, divider plate sets  
and plastic moulded dividers.

 ■ As you would expect, the divider pitches correspond to those  
in our catalogue.

 ■ Please select your eForm rigid foam inlays to match the  
drawer sizes!

One system – 1000 options.
AS UNIQUE AS YOUR NEEDS.

9002

5018

7035

5012

7005

5011

7016

6011

5005

3003

150 mm

125 mm

100 mm

75 mm

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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Possible configurations of the individual issuing drum.

Compartment configuration:
 ■ Maximum 640 compartments on 

20 levels.
 ■ 4 different compartment sizes.
 ■ Each compartment can be filled individually. 
 ■ Maximum load of over one tonne (Tool24 PickOne). 
 ■ Maintenance-free hardware components

The optional accessories provides greater 
flexibility and increases productivity.

The 2D barcode scanner supports other  
formats such as:
Data Matrix, PDF 417, Maxi Code, QR Code, 
EAN, UCC, and many more.

There’s more in it for you!

With the available RFID scanner, you can  
continue to use your existing systems,  
such as LEGIC or MIFARE.

i

Variable attachment:
 ■ Various attachment options, as perforated panels  

are installed on both sides.
 ■ Monitor can be attached either side.
 ■ Easyfix hooks and holders can be  

attached to the perforated panels on 
both sides.

 ■ Shadowboard as a tray.

INNOVATION
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A small storage facility with a big effect.
CHANGE-OVER OF STORAGE LOGISTICS AT LUFTHANSA CITYLINE.

Customer opinion

Since May 2016 the new GARANT Tool24 goods issuing 
system has been in use at Lufthansa CityLine Technik in 
Munich. Since the change-over, the fully automated goods 
issuing system has produced savings both in costs and 
time. Whilst up to mid-December 2015 the procurement, 
storage and consumption of material was controlled in SAP, 
since that date the employees have created a new logistics 
system, which is now in full operation.

If a stock level falls below the required level, the 
system identifies this itself and automatically  
reorders the material concerned. Within two days 
the Hoffmann Group supplies the item that was 
ordered, so that after checking it can immediately 
be put into stock in the goods issuing system on 
site. Thus the ordered material is available to  
employees in less than three days. Gottfried 
Selmaier, Team Leader for tool issuing at Lufthansa 
CityLine, is also impressed with the new GARANT 
Tool24 Smartline: 

"The new goods issuing system means we are now  
much more independent and can complete  
our work more quickly."

The original process for procurement of batteries, 
drills, workers’ gloves or flat paint brushes consisted 
of many individual steps from requisitioning through 
procurement to issuing. The problems lay on the one 
hand in the large number of persons involved in the 
process, and on the other hand in the long delivery 
times of four to six weeks. Materials requisitions had 
first to be submitted to the respective supervisor 
before the order could be raised and the materials 
delivered to the main stores. A distributor then had to 
bring the products from the main stores to the stores 
at Lufthansa CityLine Technik.

Although at first glance the GARANT Tool24 goods 
issuing system is not a spectacular methodology, it 
does make life much easier for the technical staff. It is 
controlled on-line and records the available quantities 
of the items and the exact stock value. The racking 
system is linked into the Hoffman Group on-line  
catalogue. 

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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A small storage facility with a big effect.
CHANGE-OVER OF STORAGE LOGISTICS AT LUFTHANSA CITYLINE.

Goods issuing system at Lufthansa CityLine 
Technik in Munich

INNOVATION
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Technical data.
EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE.

Type S11M S11M-EN S13 S54 S90

9S
A 97 9000 Tool24 Smartline cabinet system 

with drawer dividers XXX XXX XXX XXX XXXX

Storage area m2 4 4 4,8 5 8,4
Height mm 1390
Width mm 717 717 717 717 1159
Depth mm 750
Drawer usabe width mm 612 612 612 153 153
Drawer usabe depth mm 612
Number of drawers 11 11 13 54 90
Division within a drawer 36×36 U 36×36 U 36×36 U 9×36 U 9×36 U
Load capacity of a drawer kg 75 75 75 15 15
Weight kg 249 249 246 404 640

Fittings: 
Number of drawers × drawer front height

1 technical drawer 
10×75 mm; 1×150 mm

1 technical drawer 
10×75 mm; 1×150 mm 12×75 mm; 1×150 mm 48×50 mm; 6×100 mm 80×50 mm; 10×100 mm

Contents: 
Drawer dividers

10× 960310_4+18; 
1×960330_3+14

10× 960310_4+18; 
1×960330_3+14

12×960310_4+18; 
1×960330_3+14

200×960540_149; 
12×960560_149

340×960540_149; 
20×960560_149

Supplied with:

Touchscreen 22";  
barcode scanner;  

PC including  
software package BASIC,  

operating system  
Windows 7 Pro German

Touchscreen 22“;  
barcode scanner;  

PC including software 
 package BASIC,  

operating system  
Windows 7 Pro English

— — —

Tool24 Smartline – drawer system including drawer dividers 
The BASIC software package is incorporated in the master systems as standard.

_S11M, _S11M-EN _S90

75 kg 15 kg75 kg 15 kg

_S54_S13

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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Tool24 Smartline –  
Upright cabinet fitted with tool sockets

Tool24 PickOne – 
individual issuing system

for tool shanks SK30 SK40 SK50 VDI20 VDI30 VDI40

9S
A 97 9100

Tool24 Smartline –  
Upright cabinet 
fitted with  
tool sockets

XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Height mm 2000
Width mm 717
Depth mm 750
Pull-out frames width mm 155
Pull-out frames usable height mm 1750
Number of pull-out frames 4
Number of tool carriers 970130 24
Number of tool sockets 408 312 120 672 408 312
Axial spacing A mm 69 85 128 52 69 85
Weight kg 320

for tool shanks C4 C5 C6 HSK40 HSK50 HSK63 HSK80 HSK100

9S
A 97 9100

Tool24 Smartline –  
Upright cabinet 
fitted with  
tool sockets

XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Height mm 2000
Width mm 717
Depth mm 750 
Pull-out frames width mm 155
Pull-out frames usable height mm 1750
Number of pull-out frames 4
Number of tool carriers 970130 24
Number of tool sockets 192 192 120 504 336 336 144 120
Axial spacing A mm 82 82 142 56 76 76 108 127
Weight kg 320

Total number of compartments 640 448 320 160

9S
A 97 9200 Tool24 PickOne – master system DE XXX XXX XXX XXX

9S
A 97 9210 Tool24 PickOne – master system EN XXX XXX XXX XXX

9S
A 97 9220 Tool24 PickOne – slave system XXX XXX XXX XXX

Height mm 2000
Width mm 1080
Depth mm 875
Number of compartments A 640 320 – –
Number of compartments B – 32 160 –
Number of compartments C – 64 160 –
Number of compartments D – 32 – 160
Weight kg 275

Scope of supply 979200 and 979210: Touchscreen 22“; barcode scanner; PC including software package BASIC

INNOVATION
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The Tool24 software. 
 EFFICIENCY REDEFINED.

Quick withdrawal:
 ■ Multiple withdrawal / filling.
 ■ Shopping basket reservation / withdrawal.
 ■ Favorites function for quick withdrawal / filling of  

frequently used items.
 ■ Transaction (withdrawal, filling, cancelling, etc.)  

from any screen.

Compatible with mobile devices:
 ■ Access via tablets and laptops.
 ■ Self-scaling software.
 ■ Shopping basket reservation from the workplace.

Intuitive operation:
 ■ Full text search / live search.
 ■ Quick user login by PIN and also  

RFID / fingerprint (optional),  
whether at a PC or at the Tool24.

 ■ Can be customised at user level  
 (personalised dashboard).

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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Multiple connection options:
 ■ Network interface (LAN) for incorporation into  

the company's network.
 ■ Connection to materials management (ERP) systems.
 ■ Management of external stores.

Standardised accounting tools:
 ■ Graphical output.
 ■ User / job / cost centre levels.
 ■ User configuration of report formatting.
 ■ Send reports to PC by e-mail, always have the  

latest information.
 ■ The same interface to the PC and to Tool24.

INNOVATION
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Tool24 software.
TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS.

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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Software Basic Measurement Regrind Remote Complete
Multi-supplier capable •

Multi-language •

Automated material requirements planning •

Standardised evaluations •

Connection to your materials management system •

Management of new tools •

User management •

Supplier management •

Individual layout •

Cost centre administration •

Commodity group hierarchy •

Installation of new modules •

Login by RFID •

Login by fingerprint •

User-related favourites •

Shopping basket management •

Management of external stores •

Measuring tools management • •

Loan tool management • •

Serial number administration • •

Limitation of withdrawal quantities • • •

Graphical evaluations • • •

Order number management • • •

Individual evaluations • • •

Parts list management • • •

Regrinding service • •

Return of blunt tools • •

Buffer stock management • •

Networking of multiple systems • •

External administration • •

Access via the remote system • •

5 remote users included • •

Version 10 20 30 40 50

9S
W 97 9500 Tool24 software XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Software version Basic Measurement Regrind Remote Complete

INNOVATION
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50 % fewer tools kept at machines.
AT RÖHM THE NEW TOOL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM HAS ESTABLISHED LEAN  
PROCESSES, REDUCED TOOL STOCKS AND IMPROVED THE SECURITY OF SUPPLY.

Customer opinion

Security of supply can be checked at the machine 
 
Before the introduction of GARANT Tool24 Smartline, 
Röhm used the classic technique for issuing tools. 
Before an employees could fetch the necessary tools 
from an issuing point he had to fill out a stock requisi-
tion form and obtain the signature of his supervisor.  
So as to have sufficient tools on hand to cover for times 
when the tool issuing point was closed, employees 
had to plan their requirements in advance. Many  
therefore kept a small stock of tools at their workplace.

The search for flexibility 
 
Fabian Baur summarised the requirements as: “We 
wanted a system that we could adapt individually to our 
ideas and be able to extend as required”. “In addition, the 
system should be able to operate round the clock without 
problems and offer various drawer sizes so that we could 
make good use of the space available to us.” Röhm finally 
found the solution at a company that for many years 
had been their trading partner in the field of tooling: 
The Hoffmann Group.

GARANT Tool24 Smartline impressed us with its  
mature and comprehensive software, coupled with a 
very attractive benefit-performance ratio. In addition, 
it allowed a practically unlimited number of issuing 
stations to be connected to a single system.

Reliable requirements planning thanks to the link  
to SAP 
 
It was also important for Röhm that the system deliv-
ered a standard interface to SAP so that stock with-
drawals, stock receipts and corrections were always 
clearly recorded and could, if necessary, be precisely 
scheduled. At Röhm the tool management system 
sends a report to SAP as soon as the available quantity 
of a particular tool falls below the specified minimum 
stock level. SAP then creates an order, and after this has 
been approved by the buyer it is forwarded directly to 
the respective supplier. That is very efficient, and as a 

Röhm GmbH Sontheim – Tool24 Smartline
Röhm, a traditional company in Sontheim on the Brenz, 
Germany, can look back on a long and successful history. 
Founded in the year 1909, today Röhm is one of leading 
manufacturers of clamping equipment in the world. 
Throughout its eventful history, the company Röhm has 
continually responded to new market challenges and  
modernised its production processes. An example of this 
was the decision to automate the issuing of indexable 
inserts and abrasive media by introducing the  
GARANT Tool24 Smartline goods issuing system  
from the Hoffmann Group.

Röhm has installed four GARANT Tool24 Smartline 
cabinets for indexable inserts and abrasive media at a 
central point in the machining workshop.

GARANT Tool24 goods issuing system www.hoffmann-group.com
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50 % fewer tools kept at machines.
AT RÖHM THE NEW TOOL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM HAS ESTABLISHED LEAN  
PROCESSES, REDUCED TOOL STOCKS AND IMPROVED THE SECURITY OF SUPPLY.

result Röhm has not only all the data in the system but 
also always has the necessary amount of indexable 
inserts and abrasive media available on the premises. 
The system also allows evaluation of the actual  
turnover of each specific item.

In the meantime Röhm is now storing a total of  
750 items in the GARANT Tool24 Smartline. 

Once the employee has logged into the system by 
scanning his identification card, he can also see the 
standard designation and the product price alongside 
the product image and product name. Schneider has 
noticed that "Because they see the prices, employees 
handle tools with greater awareness". 

With all this information it is easy for the employees 
to find the indexable inserts and grinding media best 
suited to the job in hand. And if, occasionally, an  
 

employee withdraws an unsuitable tool, he himself 
can reverse the bookings and return the tools to stock.

50 percent reduction in stocks kept at the machines

Since the introduction of Tool24 Smartline the need 
at Röhm to keep indexable inserts and abrasive media 
at the workplace has reduced by half. That’s because 
employees know that when they need new tools they 
can obtain them easily and quickly at any time. The 
automated tool issuing system operates reliably seven 
days a week and requires absolutely no maintenance.

Markus Schneider, Foreman in Segment 5, projects, 
(left) and Fabian Baur, Product Manager (right)

Based on images of the products the employees can 
ascertain that they have selected the correct tool

INNOVATION



Also applicable in the world of tools: perfection will prevail. As a premium brand, GARANT is a byword for the 
concentrated manufacturing competence of the Hoffmann Group. More than 30,000 efficient and powerful, 
high-performance tools for all areas of application provide the highest levels of innovation, constant premium 
quality and an optimum benefit-price ratio. Discover this for yourself:

www.garant-tools.com

This advertising brochure, its graphic layout and the item numbering system used are protected by copyright. Reprinting and reproduction of any kind – even as extracts – is 
permitted only with the written authorisation of Hoffmann GmbH Qualitätswerkzeuge, 81241 Munich, Germany . All prices are net catalogue prices,  
valid until 31. 07. 2019; prices in £ without guarantee. We reserve the right to correct errors and make changes.
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Hoffmann Quality Tools Asia Pacific Pte Ltd 
25 International Business Park
#02-61/64 German Centre 
Singapore 609916

Order by phone :  Singapore +65 6562 8163
   Malaysia 1800 88 8469
Order by fax :  +65 6562 8161
Order by email :  asia-pacific@hoffmann-group.com 

NATURE CARVES ITS OWN WAY, 
 EVERYWHERE.
TAKE THE SAME APPROACH WITH  
YOUR MILLING PROCESS.
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